Introduction

17
The development of methods for the numerical handling of unilateral constraints in a dynamic setting 18 is of the highest interest for modeling today's complex engineering applications. Fruits of intense research 19 activities in computational mechanics, several approaches have been proposed. Each of them aims at indeed, bounded by the accuracy with which root-solving is performed, so that the energy artificially 1 introduced in the system can be controlled by a proper choice of the root-solving tolerances.
2
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the model problem governing linear struc-3 tural dynamics under unilateral elastic constraints. Section 3 elaborates on the concept of event-driven 4 integration when coupled to one-step schemes for integrating equations of the model problem type. The 5 core strategy for event detection and event localization is presented in detail. Two unconditionally stable 6 one-step integration schemes for structural dynamics are briefly reviewed: the second-order generalized-α 7 method [30] and the third-/fourth-order 2-level BoTr scheme that can be related to the time discontin-8 uous Galerkin method [33] . Their coupling to the proposed root-solving strategy is studied in Section 4 9 by application to three examples, two of them having an analytical solution: (i) the elastic bouncing 10 bar proposed by Doyen et al. [5] , (ii) a simplified representation of Newton's cradle [34, Chap. 5] on the 11 basis of the one-dimensional wave propagation equation and (iii) the pounding of two substructures of 12 a building subject to an earthquake. The paper then concludes with a summary of the main results and The typical problem of (unconstrained) linear structural dynamics is generally described by the 17 second-order vector equation of motion
where M, C, K ∈ R m×m denote the constant mass, damping and stiffness matrices, u, v ∈ R m the 19 displacement and velocity fields, and f ∈ R m the vector of external forces. All field variables are function 20 of time t ∈ R + , the differentiation with respect to it being denoted by an overhead dot,ẋ := dx/dt.
21
Positive integer m := d · n dof represents the number of degrees of freedom of the model n dof times its 22 dimensionality d ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Such models can typically be obtained from a spatial semi-discretization of 23 solid or structural mechanics problems.
24
The model problem addressed in this paper combines equation (1) with unilateral elastic constraints, i.e., unilateral springs. These define nodal contact forces that are proportional to the interpenetration 26 experienced by two paired contact nodes. For a single contact interface, the magnitude of the contact 27 force is given by 
This approximation, that holds to first order, is illustrated in Figure 1 . Expanding the dot product, the 37 gap function can be reformulated as an affine transformation of the displacement field, so that, for the 38 considered contact interface,
with g 0 := g 0 . The vector w ∈ R m acts as a signed localization vector of the degrees of freedom active 40 at the contact interface, with its entries weighted by the projection of e 0 into the reference axis system.
41
The distribution of the contact force on the nodal variables follows from the definition of the localization 
The extension to the case of q unilateral elastic constraints is straightforward by use of vector notation
Deformed configuration Initial configuration
Gap function definition Figure 1 : Definition of the gap function for two paired contact nodes by projection of the current gap on the initial gap direction e 0 := g 0 / g 0 .
where g, g 0 ∈ R q are the vectors of normal gap functions and initial gaps, and W ∈ R m×q : W ij = ∂g j /∂u i 1 is the signed, weighted, localization matrix for the active contacts. The nodal contact forces then read
with the Macaulay brackets applied componentwise to the entries of the normal gap vector; matrix 3 κ ∈ R q×q is diagonal with entries corresponding to the stiffness of the unilateral elastic constraints. The 4 governing equations of the constrained problem thus read
Given the elastic nature of the contact constraints, the nonlinearity introduced by the Macaulay brackets 6 automatically vanishes by use of an active set strategy. Let C = {1, 2, . . . , q} be the index set of all 7 constraints; every entry of C thus identifies a contact interface. As negative gaps correspond to the 8 interpenetration of the contacting surfaces, the subset A(t) of active constraints collects the constraint 9 IDs corresponding to negative gap functions 10 A(t) := {i ∈ C : g i (t) ≤ 0}.
Following the definition of the Macaulay brackets, the contact forces associated with the active constraints 
where
The integration of the constrained equations of motion (8) is thus equivalent to marching equa-otherwise, update the set of active constraints and post-event state as required, and return to (i).
23
Alterations to the set of active constraints at events typically lead to piecewise trajectories. illustrates such a trajectory as it would be computed from an event-driven integration procedure. Every 25 transverse crossing of the system trajectory with the hypersurface defining an event gives rise to a state 26 transition: the set of active constraints is updated and a new arc of smooth trajectory is initiated.
27
Although simple in appearance, the implementation of a robust event-driven integration scheme of the model problem introduced in Section 2. First, the provisional state x n+1 := x(t n+1 ) at t n+1 is 8 computed by use of a one-step integration scheme, assuming that contact constraint statuses remain 9 the same over the timestep, i.e., A(t) = A n , t ∈ [t n , t n+1 ], with A n := A(t n ). computed data points possibly corresponding to different dynamics (constraint statuses). We therefore 25 restrict our discussion to one-step schemes that only require data from a single previous time instant to 26 step the solution in time.
When applied to a system of linear ODEs, these schemes give rise to the following update equation
The iteration matrices and the load vector are denoted by H 0 , H 1 and n+1 n respectively; they depend 3 on the model governing matrices M, C, K, the external load vector f , the integration timestep h and, 4 possibly, algorithmic parameters related to the integration scheme. The state vector x contains the 5 displacement and velocity variables plus any additional variables required by the scheme definition, e.g.,
6
the acceleration for α-like schemes [29, 31].
7
As examples, we specialize equation (13) to the generalized-α [30] and the 2-level BoTr [33] schemes.
8
The following update equations are respectively obtained where, besides the time indexation subscript n, 9 all other indices pertain to the definition of the variable names
11
For both schemes, the algorithmic parameters can be related to the spectral radius of the amplification 12 matrix at infinite frequency ρ ∞ . We respectively have
and
They are unconditionally stable, i.e., the amplification matrix has spectral radius below one ρ ≤ 1,
15
conservative for ρ ∞ = 1 and dissipative when ρ ∞ = [0, 1). Scheme (14) is second-order accurate for 16 all algorithmic configurations whereas scheme (15) is third-order accurate in the dissipative setting and 17 fourth order in the numerically conservative case. For completeness, additional definitions read
I ∈ R m×m and 0 ∈ R m , R m×m refer to the identity matrix and the zero vector or matrix depending on Figure 3 reproduces the spectral radius of the amplification matrix (left plot) and the relative period error (right plot) for both schemes as the reduced frequency Ω := ωh is varied. The relative period error 23 is fourth order and second order for the 2-level BoTr and generalized-α schemes, respectively.
24
Although the two presented examples are implicit integration schemes, nothing prevents the procedure 25 to be coupled to explicit one-step schemes. Explicit schemes of the Runge-Kutta family fit into the format 26 of equation (13) their derivatives at time instants t n , t n+1 , g n := g(t n ), g n+1 := g(t n+1 ) andġ n :=ġ(t n ),ġ n+1 :=ġ(t n+1 ).
8
As normal gap functions depend on the displacement field only, their time derivative are functions of the 9 velocity field and can be computed from the state vector provided by the integration procedure, without 10 additional computations.
11
Introducing the dimensionless time τ (t) = (t − t n )/h that has unit parent domain over the timestep, there will be numerous situations where badly scaled and degree degenerate polynomials will be expected.
25
A simple example is when the timestep h becomes very small as compared to the characteristic timescale 26 of the oscillations (dictated by the external loading and the system maximum eigenfrequency), for the 27 system trajectory is almost linear in that setting. Alternative techniques must thus be exploited.
28
To avoid any robustness issue, we opt for the computation of the roots of each normal gap function
29
Hermite interpolant, although it has a significant cost. We base our approach on two eigenvalue compan-
30
ion problems: one that requires the scaling of the polynomial by the leading-order coefficient and that is 31 thus sensitive to degree degeneracy, and one that is based on the barycentric representation proposed by 32 Corless et al. [42] , less sensitive to degree degeneracy but more expensive. Cardano's analytical formu- (20) by the replacement g ← g i . The cubic approximant P (τ ) and its normalized version P 0 (τ )
Algorithm 2 eventDetection -Exploded view of Algorithm 1, line 4. On the one hand, if we define the companion matrix
it readily appears that the characteristic polynomial of Υ is equal to the normalized approximant P 0 (τ ), i.e., P 0 (τ ) ≡ |τ I − Υ|. Thus, event times are approximated by the eigenvalues of the companion matrix 3 s = λ(Υ), which can be numerically computed using any appropriate library. On the other hand, it can 4 be shown [42] that, upon definition of matrices
the roots of the cubic approximant are given by the generalized eigenvalues s = λ(Υ 0 , Υ 1 ) = {τ ∈ C : 6 |τ Υ 1 − Υ 0 | = 0}; less the two spurious eigenvalues at infinity that result from the companion problem 7 formulation that are to be discarded. This alternative formulation enables the handling of degenerate 8 polynomials, for which a 3 1. Similarly, these eigenvalues can be obtained using any appropriate Asg is an approximation to g, their zeros do not necessarily coincide. In case an event is detected, by criterion |g(t)| < gTol, it may well be that the root verifies t 1 < t * 1 , i.e., event occurrence is localized 7 before the actual zero of the normal gap function. Given the negative gap velocity (ġ(t 1 ) < 0) and the 8 positive residual after convergence (0 < g(t 1 ) < gTol), the trajectory is expected to effectively cross 9 the boundary g = 0 shortly after t 1 . A similar setting is observed at t 2 = t * 2 , for which the converged 10 configuration isġ(t 2 ) > 0, −gTol < g(t 2 ) < 0, yielding a possible crossing shortly after t 2 . These events
11
(depicted by crosses in Figure 4 ) are, however, to be discarded for they are ghost representations of the 12 events localized at t 1 and t 2 . Not rejecting them could well lead to a failure of the integration procedure 13 due to an infinite (numerical) accumulation of events should the event-localization procedure always 14 converge to gap residuals of the same sign (positive at t 1 , negative at t 2 ).
15
The situation of numerical grazing is illustrated in Figure 5 . At time t 1 , an event is localized with pos- 
that serves to compute the state and the normal gap functions from data at t n . The purpose of the shift 26 function is to ensure the crossing of the constraint hyperplane (g = 0). From the definition of iterative 27 time t k , the timestep interval is then divided in three non-overlapping subintervals, Inputs:
old evt , gTol, tTol all data required to form iteration matrices Outputs: if all events are in I 2 and verify |g k + gTol · sign(g n )| < gTol return time and state at t k , and their indices else % Proceed with an additional iteration is detected in I 3 ; otherwise, the regular timestep is used (this corresponds to near-grazing). The robust 7 handling of numerical grazing is thus automatically achieved; that is, when the cubic approximant of 8 the gap function predicts the existence of an event when, actually, the state trajectory never crosses nor 9 touches the event hyperplane, i.e., ∃i ∈ C, τ * ∈ [0, 1] :g i (τ * ) = 0 but ∀i ∈ C, τ * ∈ [0, 1] : g i (τ * ) = 0; see prior to event occurrence will be thus be opened and vice versa. are not suitable for the end application of percussive drilling that we have in mind.
To evaluate the amount of spurious energy introduced in the system by the contact forces during the 16 event-driven integration, let us consider a single interface and a persistent contact sequence of k steps,
17
as depicted in Figure 6 . The work increment realized by the contact force f c over a timestep is given by
Accordingly, the work variation over the k-step sequence is given by However, in the frame of the event-driven scheme proposed in this paper, the magnitude of the gap 24 function at the closure and opening of the contact interface is upper bounded by the tolerance of the 25 event-localization procedure gTol. The variation of the contact force work is thus bounded as follows
Usage of a sufficiently strict tolerance gTol for the event-localization procedure therefore guarantees 
Stringent tolerances will therefore be required whenever contacts are stiff and energy drift is to be tightly The governing equations for this example are given by 
with element length L e . The average of the lumped and consistent mass matrices is used, as it is known 5 to reduce the error associated with the spatial discretization [29, p. 446]. This example problem having 6 a single contact interface (n = 1), the vector of event functions degenerates into a scalar normal gap require the introduction of some numerical damping.
46
In order to assess the influence of the tolerances of the event-localization procedure on the stability of the integration procedure and the accuracy of the solution, we have computed the relative energy drift 48 of the system for several values of (gTol, tTol). Obviously, conservative integration was used, so that 49 the drift can be assessed from the variation of the system total energy between times 0 and 2T = 32τ W .
50
The results are depicted in Figure 9 , both in terms of magnitude and sign of the drift. Simulation 51 parameters of Figure 8 have been used. As expected, the overall drift can be positive or negative as the 
-3
Figure 8: Numerical response of the elastic bouncing bar. Simulation parameters: 2-level BoTr scheme, m = 101 (100 elements), timestep h is computed so that there are 2.5 points per lowest eigenperiod of the model (h, h red ) = (3.42 · 10 −3 , 3.77 · 10 −4 ), root-solving parameters (gTol, tTol) = (10 −8 , 10 −8 ), contact stiffness κ = 100 · max(K). Plots: (a) numerical dispersion of the traveling waves starts to significantly alter the computed displacement after two periods; (b) the higher the numerical dissipation, the faster chattering at the contact interface is damped and the numerical contact force converges toward the exact value, the contact force is improperly represented in the undamped case due to chattering; (c) the stability of the event-driven integration procedure is well confirmed by the boundedness of the system total energy, when conservative time integration is used, the drift is barely observable; (d) conservative integration performs better than dissipative integration with respect to the error on the system mechanical energy over the first period of motion, then error levels tend to become equivalent due notably to dispersion; (e) the bar total momentum is not significantly affected by the incorrect representation of the contact force in the numerically conservative setting; and (f) conservative integration performs slightly better than dissipative integration in the long term. The line colors refer to the amount of numerical dissipation generated by the integration scheme, as mentioned in the legend. net work of the contact forces over a contact cycle is not necessarily positive. For this specific problem, 1 we observe that gTol is the single control parameter of the energy drift at low values, for the drift is 2 virtually independent of tTol. For larger values of gTol, however, the role of tTol is more significant; 3 the instability of the procedure also appears, with drifts up to several times the initial energy level for 4 gTol = tTol = 10 −2 ; see the last column of Table 2 .
5
Further investigation reveals that the gTol estimate provided by equation (29) is very conservative.
6 Table 2 provides details about the overall relative energy drift and the number of contact cycles for cycles. The magnitudes of the worst case drift are several orders higher than those of the observed drift.
11
The estimate (29) can thus be safely used to choose an order of magnitude for the event-localization 12 tolerance gTol, once O(g) has been identified. Also, given the limited role of tTol at low gTol, both 13 tolerances can be set equal in a first simulation run, for the sake of simplicity. 
27
Denoting by x ∈ [0, L] the abscissa along a bar and by t ∈ R + the time variable, the motion of the b th bar is ruled by 
(34) After completion of the contact phase, the impacting bar is thus at rest and the impacted one has uniform The contact phase completes after 2t W . Over the duration of persistent contact, the velocity field is 23 defined by
(35) Figure 12 : Velocity distribution during a phase of bar/wall contact. At t = tc, the bar impacts a rigid wall with uniform velocity vc. The persistent contact phase lasts 2t W = 2L/c 0 ; that is, the time taken for the wave front to travel forth and back the impacting bar. After completion of the contact phase, the impacting bar rebounds off the wall with uniform opposite velocity −vc.
Given the chain nature of the system, the specificity of the initial conditions and the system behavior positive direction, two in the negative direction. These occur at times that, modulo the motion period,
(36) Bars 1 and B experience only three contact phases over a period. These take place at times (again, 11 modulo the motion period)
The motion period is readily shown to be
It represents the sum of the durations of free flight motion and wave propagation in the system. The 14 displacement field merely follows from the time integration of the piecewise velocity field. 
20
An interesting perspective of the problem is that of the rigid body motion that can be associated
21
with the spatial average of bar motions
Given the piecewise constant velocity distribution in the bars during persistent contact, the average 23 velocity of contacting bars is given by the linear envelope of their velocities prior to and after contact.
24
Averaging equations (34) and (35) respectively yields 
with contact velocity v c = ±v 0 depending on the direction of motion at the initiation of contact. The 2 average displacement follows from the time integration of the average velocity field. During contact 3 phases, we respectively have
again with v c = ±v 0 . During free flight phases, a single bar moves with uniform average velocity ±v 0 6 while the others are at rest. observed from the piecewise smooth velocity field, thereby confirming the absence of multiple contact.
10
The constrained equations of motion are a simplified version of (8), since there is no structural 11 damping nor external forcing. They read
where, again, set A is given by (9) and the contact-related stiffness matrix and forcing term are defined 13 in equation (10) . Matrices M, K ∈ R Bm×Bm refer to the global mass and stiffness matrices of the 14 multibody problem; that is, the B times diagonal repetition of b M, b K ∈ R m×m , the assembled matrices 
where vector 1 ∈ R m has m unit entries, and the problem has B + 1 contact interfaces, requiring
19
In the setting of the discrete problem, a counterpart to equation (39) velocity field with the displacement field, v n ← u n .
7
To compare the numerical response with the analytical one, we introduce the following dimensionless
where field variables with an overhead tilde refer to the finite element response and others to the analytical 10 solution. Figure 15 shows the simulation results obtained with the two integration schemes presented 11 in Section 3.1. Identical timestepping and root-solving parameters have been used for both simulations.
12
The timestep was chosen so that there are at least 5 computed point per lowest eigenfrequency of the Table 3 . Except for the conservative setting, the 19 generalized-α scheme requires less computational effort than the 2-level BoTr scheme. This is to be 20 credited to the higher effective damping of the scheme that reduces chattering during persistent contact 21 and the total number of increments to completion of the computation. In the conservative setting, the 22 opposite score is observed. Even though the total number of increments is of the same order for both 23 schemes, the 2-level BoTr scheme is about 70% faster than the 3-level generalized-α scheme. This results
24
from the higher cost of event localization with the 3-level scheme than with the 2-level scheme. 9.50 7.59 3.00 13.60 3.63 1.00
Integration scheme 2-level BoTr Generalized-α Table 3 : Influence of the integration scheme and the numerical damping on the procedure performance.
Selection of the integration scheme and its numerical setting should thus be conducted in accordance 26 with the simulation purpose. In light of the presented results, the generalized-α scheme with ρ ∞ = 0 is 27 likely to be a good candidate for the fast computation of coarse results, whereas the 2-level BoTr scheme 28 with some dissipation ρ ∞ ∈ [0.5, 1) will be preferred when more accurate responses are desired. . Each bar is modeled using 100 linear finite elements, the root-solving tolerances are set to (gTol, tTol) = (10 −8 , 10 −8 ) and the timestep h is chosen such that there are at least 5 computed points per lowest eigenperiod of the system, whatever its contact configuration, yielding (h, h red ) = (5.13 · 10 −3 , 4.01 · 10 −4 ). The 2-level BoTr scheme achieves significantly lower error levels than the generalized-α scheme, for equivalent ρ∞.
Seat connection Column
Low friction slide bearing pad 
Earthquake engineering 1
The third considered application belongs to the field of earthquake engineering. It is that of a building 2 subject to horizontal ground acceleration. The building is assumed to comprise two main substructures 3 connected by slip surface joints that provide the necessary dilation freedom to withstand differential 4 movement due to thermal changes without engendering excessive stressing of the structure. illustrates the typical geometry of the joints used in buildings. They allow floor movement in a given 6 direction through slipping on a low friction pad. However, should this movement be too large, structural process whenever seismic activity is expected at the construction site.
11
For simplicity, we consider a 2-dimensional representation of a building in this example. There is 12 nonetheless no restriction for extension to a 3-dimensional model. Figure 17 details the geometry of beams, see cross sections in Figure 17 ) and are subject to the same nominal static load. The building 1 is 18-story tall; however, its left substructure is fifty percent wider than its right one. Consequent to 2 this width difference is a discrepancy between the substructure eigenresponses and the possibility of 3 structural pounding or floor collapse under ground excitation, through differential motion.
4
The equations of motion governing the problem read technologies specifically designed to withstand seismic activity can be used. procedure is guaranteed provided the embedded integration scheme is exploited in its stability region.
15
Unconditionally stable implicit schemes, such as the 2-level BoTr or the generalized-α schemes that we 16 briefly recall in the paper, are therefore preferably used, even though the proposed algorithm can be used The method also presents a couple of downsides. Unless specific safeguards are implemented, it 26 fails at simulating system trajectories exhibiting Zeno behavior. Additionally, the computational burden 27 significantly increases with the number of contact interfaces. Indeed, event-detection must be performed For these two reasons, it is likely that large scale problems with numerous unilateral elastic contact 36 constraints will be more efficiently handled with other approaches dedicated to contact dynamics, e.g.,
37
the EMCA and EDMC schemes [4, 32] .
38
In the sequel of the algorithmic developments, the paper proposes three application examples that These files contain an implementation of the event-driven integration procedure described in the 61 paper, the first for three implicit schemes and the latter with the explicit scheme proposed by Bathe [37] . Both functions take the same four input variables and outputs one. Data structure that contains all parameters related to model definition: K, C, M, W, u0, v0, g0, k_con, fHdle. Particular to the implementation is the definition of the external forcing f that is done via the function handle fHdle. Variable k_con contains the diagonal elements of κ. Should all entries of k_con and g0 be identical, a single scalar value can be specified; it will automatically be duplicated over the number of gap functions q.
integParam
Vector that contains the parameters relative to the time integration scheme (in indexing order): schemeID, rho, hCp, hRed, nRedH, hOut, tf. Three implicit integration schemes are available: trapezoidal method (schemeID = 0), 2-level BoTr (schemeID = 1), generalized-α (schemeID = 2); and the Noh-Bathe explicit scheme (schemeID = 3). Timesteps for free flight and active constraint phases are input as hCp, hRed. Integer nRedH specifies the number of increments taken in a free flight phase required for hCp to be used and factorization of matrices H 0 , H 1 to be performed (only for implicit schemes).
Timestep hOut defines the distance between two output points outside event localization (data is output at each localized event) and tf is the final simulation time.
rsParam
Vector with the root-solving parameters gTol, maxIter, tTol (in indexing order). maxIter defines the maximum number of iterations accepted during the iterative eventlocalization procedure.
3 header String that defines the problem name. It serves as a basis for the naming of the results data files.
4
fHeader Prefix string of the results data files. It is identical to header but with blank spaces replaced by underscores.
5
All computational outputs are sent to data files on the disk. A log file and seven history files are created.
6
The former (fHeader.log) contains information about localized events and computation performance, while the latter record data history (fHeader_XXX.his, with XXX ∈ {time, displacements, velocities, scheme is selected as it puts too stringent constraints on the stable timestep of the integration scheme. 
